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Abstract—The fundamental frequency (F0) in a speech signal,
which corresponds to pitch, is one of the key features involved
in a variety of speech processing tasks. Therefore, accurate F0
estimation has remained an important problem to be solved
over decades. However, this problem is difficult, especially in low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions with unknown noise. In this
work, we propose new approaches to noise-robust F0 estimation
using recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Recent F0 estimation
studies exploit deep neural networks (DNNs), including RNNs,
to classify acoustic features into quantized frequency states. In
contrast to these classification approaches, we put forward a
regression method for F0 tracking, which is accomplished with
RNNs. To this end, we propose two variants. Our first model
predicts the (scalar) F0 value directly from a spectrum, while
our second model predicts a target sinusoidal waveform (with
the desired F0) from the raw speech waveform.
Our experiments with the pitch tracking database from Graz
University of Technology (PTDB-TUG), contaminated by additive
noise (NOISEX-92), demonstrate the improvement of the proposed approaches in terms of the gross pitch error (GPE) and
fine pitch error (FPE) rates by more than 35 % at SNRs between
-10 dB and +10 dB against a well-known, noise-robust F0 tracker,
PEFAC. Furthermore, our methods outperform state-of-the-art
neural network-based approaches by more than 15 % in terms
of both the FPE and GPE rates over the abovementioned SNR
range.
Index Terms—fundamental frequency, F0, pitch, waveform-tosinusoid regression, regression model, recurrent neural networks

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE fundamental frequency (F0) is the lowest frequency
of a periodic signal. In the human speech production
process, motion of the vocal chords generates a glottal pulse,
which then resonates at the vocal tract cavities to generate
voiced speech. The pitch period (the reciprocal of F0) determines the harmonic structure of voiced speech, while the
pitch variation over different speech sounds leads to speech
prosody. F0 estimation is an essential technique for speech
analysis and generation, including speech synthesis [1], voice
conversion [2], prosody analysis [3], speech coding [4], modelbased speech enhancement [5], [6] and speaker and language
identification [7], [8]. Methods or devices that estimate F0
from short-time segments of speech are known as F0 trackers.
Studies in speech signal processing have proposed a variety
of F0 trackers over the past decades for F0 estimation. In particular, autocorrelation-based approaches in the time domain,
such as the robust algorithm for pitch tracking (RAPT) [9],
YIN [10] and probabilistic YIN (pYIN) [11], are usually sufficiently accurate in clean conditions. However, their accuracy
drops substantially in noisy conditions [12], [13], which has
motivated further research into noise-robust F0 trackers. For

example, pitch estimation filter with amplitude compression
(PEFAC) [14] is an example of a successful noise-robust F0
tracker. PEFAC applies matched filters and autocorrelation
in the log-frequency domain to achieve noise robustness.
Nevertheless, the accuracy remains unsatisfactory in severe
noise conditions, such as signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) less
than or equal to 0 dB [13], [15].
Different approaches using machine learning have also
been studied in addition to the preceding signal processing
approaches to improve noise robustness. Generative models
with Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) and hidden Markov
models (HMMs) to model F0 contours are representative of
these machine learning approaches [16], [17]. Similar models
have been used not only for F0 estimation from noisy speech
but also for F0 generation in text-to-speech (TTS) applications
[18]. In the latter case, which is not considered in this study,
F0 is generated from linguistic features rather than being
estimated from an acoustic waveform.
More recently, different variants of deep neural networks
(DNNs) [19], such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
and recurrent neural networks (RNNs), have demonstrated
substantial improvements over classic generative models in
many speech classification tasks. These discriminative models
produce posterior probabilities for each state (class) for given
inputs with highly complex nonlinear mapping and can be
particularly suitable for modeling high-dimensional, correlated
data such as raw speech waveforms or spectrograms. For
F0 processing tasks, the latest research exploits DNNs [20]–
[22], CNNs [13] and RNNs [20], [23] for both F0 tracking
and generation. These methods classify the input acoustic or
linguistic features into quantized frequency states (similar to
the 12-semitone representation of musical notes within an
octave). Such a classification approach to F0 tracking allows
the ‘plug-in’ of any classifier and can be motivated from
the insensitivity of the human auditory system to small pitch
changes: by using enough F0 states, continuous variations
in F0 may be replaced with a quantized version without a
noticeable difference to average listeners.
The classification approach to F0 tracking, however, is not
without problems. Because of the quantized presentation, the
F0 contour becomes less natural [15], [24]. There is a tradeoff between the tracking accuracy and naturalness of F0:
while a larger number of quantization levels leads to a closer
approximation to a continuous F0 contour, classification errors
(i.e., prediction of the wrong F0 state) are also more likely to
occur. Furthermore, not all speech applications are targeted
for human listeners. Speaker and language characterization,
microprosody analysis, and spoofing attack detection (to distinguish human speech from computer-generated speech) are
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TABLE I
S ELECTED BASELINE F0 TRACKERS AND THE PROPOSED APPROACHES . T HE BOLD FONT DENOTES OUR PROPOSAL . T HE PRE - AND POST- PROCESSING
OPERATIONS INCLUDE , FOR EXAMPLE , PRE - EMPHASIS FILTERING , MATCHED FILTERING AND DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING .

Base Technique

Signal Processing

Method

Key Feature

RAPT [9]
YIN [10]
pYIN [11]

Autocorrelation

PEFAC [14]
Classification

Pre-/PostProcessing

Offline
Training

Unvoiced
Class

Required

Not Required

Continuous

Not Required

Required

Waveform in the time domain
Spectrum in the log-frequency domain

DNN / CNN / RNN
Classification

Machine Learning
Regression

Observation

RNN Regression

Spectrum in the log-frequency domain [20]
Waveform in the time domain [13], [22]
Spectrum in the frequency domain
Waveform in the time domain

applications that may benefit from a fine-grained F0 representation. These observations suggest that machine learning-based
F0 tracking is more naturally cast as a regression task rather
than a classification task. Prior literature on neural-networkbased regression approaches to F0 tracking is surprisingly
scarce, although there are related models in F0 prediction
for TTS tasks, e.g., Deep Voice 2 [25]. One reason why
classification approaches have received more attention could
be related to another important subproblem on F0 estimation:
voicing decision. In classification approaches, voicing information can be represented by augmenting an additional state
to represent the unvoiced class, whereas regression approaches
must encode the voicing information differently.
This work is an extension of our two recent, preliminary
studies [15], [24], in which we introduced two types of RNN
regression models for F0 estimation. Our first approach [15]
uses the spectral magnitude to predict the (scalar) F0 value
directly, while our second model [24] first maps the raw
waveform input into a sinusoid (vector) oscillating with F0.
F0 can easily be extracted from this sinusoid using standard
signal processing operations (here, through autocorrelation).
Importantly, neither of our approaches requires additional preprocessing or post-processing operations, such as pre-emphasis
filtering, matched filtering or dynamic programming, which
are essential components of the classic signal processing-based
approaches [9], [10], [14]. Nonetheless, as a supervised, datadriven approach, we do require a training corpus with groundtruth F0 values to train the statistical models. The key features
of the selected F0 tracking approaches are summarized in
Table I.
A summary of the novel contributions with respect to our
preliminary studies [15], [24] is as follows:
• A comparison of our two different methods under unified
evaluation conditions, including new analyses of certain
experimental parameters (e.g., the subsequence length in
the first method)
• A detailed analysis for the inescapable trade-off between
quantization and classification errors in the existing classification approaches (Section II)
• A novel, principled bi-Gaussian voicing detector integrated into our F0 trackers.
We substantially extend the background and preliminary comparisons of [15] and [24] towards a self-contained repre-

Isolated
Continuous

sentation. First, in this study, both methods are compared
against each other and against a number of reference F0
trackers, including signal processing and machine learning
approaches. Second, to motivate the need for regression approaches, Section II provides insight into the inescapable
trade-off between quantization and classification errors in
the classification approach. To the best of our knowledge,
such an analysis has not been presented in any prior work.
Finally, neither [15] nor [24] addressed voicing detection in a
principled way (in [24], we used an ad hoc threshold approach,
where a heuristically determined, single voicing threshold was
applied to all speakers and utterances). Due to the varied pitch
range of speakers, it is generally challenging to use a common
threshold for everyone. Therefore, one key contribution of this
work, inspired by similar approaches used in speech synthesis
[26] and speech activity detection [27], [28], is to equip our
methods with adaptive voicing detectors. Our voicing detector
is based on bi-Gaussian modeling of the outputs provided by
the regression models, trained in an unsupervised manner for
each recording. Therefore, it requires neither offline training
data nor training labels. As an overall summary, our proposed
approach provides F0 estimation with improvements in terms
of both noise robustness and naturalness. Therefore, it can
contribute to the further development of various speech applications because obtaining accurate F0 contours is vital for
many of the speech applications mentioned above.
II. C LASSIFICATION A PPROACH TO F0 E STIMATION
DNN-based classification is a predominant approach to F0
tracking [20]. Despite showing improvements over rule-based
methods, it has a number of shortcomings. Frequency quantization is one of the main obstacles in obtaining natural F0
contours [24]. To suppress the influence of quantization, one
may use narrower quantization intervals, though potentially
at the expense of decreased classification accuracy. With the
motivation for the need for regression approaches (detailed
in Section III), in this section, we elaborate on this trade-off
using both theoretical and empirical analyses.
A. Classification Approach
As illustrated in Fig. 1, classification approaches to F0 estimation [13], [20]–[22] utilize a discriminative model to derive
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the posterior probabilities of each frequency state given input
features, P (sk |xi ). Here, sk denotes the k-th frequency state
(k = 1, 2, . . . , K − 1), and xi is the acoustic feature vector
of the i-th frame (i = 0, 1, . . . , I − 1). Given P (sk |xi ) and
the transition probability, γkj , which represents the transition
probability from the previous frame state, sj , to sk , one finds
the most likely frequency state, sy0 , by means of the Viterbi
algorithm [29], [30]. The quantized frequency associated with
sy0 represents the estimate of F0 at the i-th frame, fˆ0i .

y0

y
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fˆ0i

=

C(sy0 )

(1)

y0

=

arg max P (sk |xi ).

(2)

k

Here, C(·) denotes a mapping function to associate sk with
a quantized frequency value, f k ∈ {f 1 , . . . , f K−1 }. f k is
usually represented by the center point of each frequency
interval based on uniform division.
An F0 tracker is complete only when equipped with a voicing detector: a binary classifier to predict the voiced/unvoiced
state of a speech frame. In the classification approach, voicing
detection is straightforward: one adds an extra unvoiced state,
s0 , representing a discontinuous space to the output layer. This
approach requires no modifications to the training procedures,
and at the runtime of the F0 estimation stage, the problems of
F0 estimation (read from states s1 , s2 , . . . , sK−1 ) and voicing
detection (read from state s0 ) are disentangled from each other.
In the proposed regression approach, we require different
strategies. In this section, we focus on F0 tracking errors only;
a comparison of voicing detectors in the classification and
regression approaches will be provided later in Section V.
A sequence of feature vectors X = [x0 , x1 , . . . , xI
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Fig. 2. F0 estimation error of the classification approach is determined by
the sum of the quantization error and the classification error. In this case, eq
has a negative value.

analyze the relation between the quantization settings (i.e., the
number of states) and the F0 estimation error.
The F0 estimation error at the i-th frame, i , can be
measured by [31]
i = fˆ0i − f 0i ,

(3)

where f 0i and fˆ0i denote, respectively, the ground truth and
the estimated F0 values in Hz at frame i. We assume that i
comprises the quantization error and the classification error.
The former is the difference between the ground truth value,
f 0i , and the quantized value, C(sy ), corresponding to the
frequency state to which the ground truth belongs. Let sy
represent the frequency interval from f1y to f2y and let C(sy )
represent the median of the segment:
f1y + f2y
.
(4)
2
Therefore, the quantization error, eq , is derived as follows:
C(sy ) =

1]

Markov Chain

f1y + f2y
− f 0i .
(5)
2
The classification error, ec , is the difference between the
quantized values representing the most likely state, C(sy0 ),
and C(sy ). In this work, we divide the frequency space
uniformly into frequency states, i.e., the same interval, w, with
no overlap. Therefore, ec is defined as
eq = C(sy ) − f 0i =

ec = C(sy0 ) − C(sy ) = w (y 0 − y) ,

···
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Viterbi Algorithm
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.
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Fig. 1. An overview of a DNN-based classification approach to F0 estimation.
A DNN is trained to derive the posterior probabilities of each state given
input features. The quantized frequency associated with the most likely state,
C(sy0 ), represents the estimate of F0 corresponding to the input features, xi .
Voicing detection is achieved by representing the unvoiced frames using an
additional state, s0 .

B. Estimation Error
The estimation error from the classification task depends
on how the frequency space is quantized. In this section, we

(6)

where
w = f2y − f1y = f2k − f1k ,

∀k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K − 1}. (7)

Consequently, the estimation error is the sum of eq and ec ,
i

=
=

|eq + ec |
f1y + f2y
− f 0i + (f2y − f1y ) (y 0 − y)
2

(8)
(9)

Fig. 2 illustrates the quantization and classification errors.
Now, we assume that the probability density of f 0i within
each interval of frequency states, P (f 0i ), is uniform, as shown
in Fig. 3, and eq at each f 0i is represented in Fig. 4. In this

4

Fig. 5 demonstrates how these errors change with the number
of states, i.e., the length of w.
Errors at Different Quantisation

30

mean(|ec|)

0

mean(|eq |)

25

f 0i
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Fig. 3. We assume that the probability density, P (f 0i ), within a quantized
F0 state, sy , is uniform. Therefore, P (f 0i ) is equal to 1/w at any f 0i within
a state.
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Fig. 5. The averages of the classification errors, mean(|ec |), quantization
errors, mean(|eq |), and estimation errors, mean(), at different numbers of
the frequency states.

case, the expected value of eq is defined as
!
Z w/2
Z f2y
w
1
2
f 0i df 0i =
E [eq ] =
P (f 0i )eq df 0i =
y
w
4
0
f1
(10)
where E[·] denotes the expectation. Consequently, eq depends
on w: a smaller w (the more frequency states with higher
resolution) leads to lower quantization errors. On the other
hand, ec could depend on both w and f 0i . Therefore, the
probability density of ec can vary dynamically, and E[ec ]
cannot be analytically derived.
C. Empirical Analysis of Estimation Error
Since we cannot calculate E[ec ], we analyze ec , eq and
i empirically. To this end, we first train a four-layer (i.e.,
three hidden layers), fully connected feedforward deep neural
network (FC-DNN), which is widely used for classification
approaches to F0 estimation [20]. The training dataset includes
multispeaker speech and the ground truth of the F0 values. The
details of the dataset and the FC-DNN setup are provided in
Section IV-A.
After the classification tests with the FC-DNNs, i , eq and
ec are calculated with Equations (3), (5) and (6), respectively.

F0 Contours (Word "DARK")

Frequency

Fig. 4. The quantization error, eq , is determined by the value of f 0i within
the range between −w/2 and w/2.

As expected, eq is reduced at more output states, as
represented in Equation (10). Therefore, we can reduce the
quantization error by applying finer quantization. On the other
hand, ec shows an increase after 34 states. Consequently, at
166 states and beyond, the deterioration in ec exceeds the
advantage in eq , and the total estimation error increases. Fig. 6
illustrates F0 contours of same speech corresponding to the
word “DARK” with different quantization settings, where each
contour is shifted by 5 Hz for better visualization. Even at

REF
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100 states
133 states
166 states
Mean-based (67)

0.05
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0.1
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Fig. 6. F0 contours of same speech corresponding to the word “DARK”
with each quantization settings. Each contour is shifted by 5 Hz for better
visualization. The blue dashed line represents the smoothed contour of a 67state classification with mean-based generation.

133 states, the F0 contour remains discontinuous due to the
quantization, and we expect deterioration in the estimation
error at more frequency states.
Some methods exist for generating a smoothed contour from
quantized F0 values to alleviate the impact of quantization.
In particular, mean-based generation is common in speech
synthesis (e.g., [23]). Instead of selecting the F0 state with
the maximum posterior probability, mean-based generation
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outputs a smoothed F0 value according to
fc0i =

K−1
X
k=1

C(sk )P (sk |xi ),

(11)

which works well if the softmax distribution at the output of
the DNN is sharply peaked (i.e., P (sk |xi ) ≈ 0 outside of
some narrow interval k ∈ [k ∗ − δ, k ∗ + δ] centered around
state k ∗ with small δ). This condition might hold in speech
synthesis where linguistic features are mapped to F0 values.
In F0 tracking for noisy speech, however, we typically observe
multiple distinct local maxima due to harmonic structures and
ambiguity in F0 in speech, as shown in Fig. 7, illustrating a
softmax distribution for 30 consecutive frames of speech. This

1) F0 determination: F0 determination is achieved by RNN
modeling of raw magnitude spectra, in which F0 and its
harmonic multiples are often clearly visible. The RNN part,
in turn, benefits from the temporal dependency of F0 across
consecutive frames; it can assist in F0 estimation even if a
specific frame might display less clear harmonics. To this end,
the discrete time-domain speech signal, u(n), is first divided
into I frames, u0 (m), u1 (m), . . . , uI−1 (m), where m denotes
the local time index within a frame. Each frame is transformed
to the frequency domain by the short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) to obtain a time sequence of magnitude spectra, X:
X = [x0 , x1 , . . . , xI−1 ]
>

xi = [|xi (0)|, |xi (1)|, . . . , |xi (P − 1)|]
xi (p) = F {ui (m)} ≡

Fig. 7. The softmax distributions for 30 frames of speech, illustrating multiple
local peaks corresponding to harmonic frequencies.

phenomenon results in a smeared F0 track and blunt edges at
the voiced/unvoiced boundaries, as shown in Fig. 6.
In summary, one cannot eliminate the problem of frequency
quantization from the classification approach by simply increasing the number of F0 states or by mean-based smoothing.
This issue motivates us to study F0 estimation using RNNbased regression models.
III. RNN-BASED R EGRESSION A PPROACHES TO F0
E STIMATION
In this section, we describe our two proposed F0 estimators.
The first estimator uses an RNN regression model to map timefrequency features onto F0 values, while the second estimator
uses an RNN-based waveform-to-sinusoid regression model.
A. Proposed Method 1: Spectrum-to-F0 Regression
In our preliminary study [15], we found that RNN-based
regression models achieve better performance in mapping
speech features in the time-frequency domain onto F0 than
feedforward DNNs. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to RNNbased regression models only. Our method consists of two
steps, F0 determination and voicing decision, which are detailed in the following two sub-subsections.

M
−1
X

ϕ(m)ui (m)e

−j2πmp/M

(12)
,

m=0

where F{·} denotes windowed discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) operator with j, ϕ(·) and M being the imaginary unit,
window function and zero-padded frame size, respectively.
Furthermore, P = M/2 + 1 denotes the number of DFT
bins between 0 Hz and the Nyquist frequency of u(n). A
subsequence of consecutive frames, centered around frame i,
is extracted from X as an input to the RNN. In the following
description, we use X[i : j] to indicate a subsequence starting
from frame i and ending with frame j.
Each layer in the RNN has feedback connections for sending
the output back to its own input in addition to the feedforward connections to the next layer. Therefore, an RNN
layer receives its own output at the previous time sequence
as well as the current time sequence input from the previous
layer. This behavior of RNN layers, which are interpreted as
memory cells, demonstrates the temporal dependency of the
input sequence by capturing temporal dynamics of speech.
Such basic RNN cells are, however, incapable of learning longterm dependencies such as the whole length of an utterance
[32]. Therefore, long short-term memory (LSTM) networks
[33], in which the cell states are selectively controlled by the
input, output and forget gates to sustain long-term dependency
[34]–[36], have become commonly used in many applications.
When the future information as well as the current and past
information of the input sequence is known, many recent applications commonly use bidirectional long short-term memory
(BLSTM) [37] to capture global dependencies [38]–[40]. In
our preliminary experiments, we examined BLSTM applied to
a full sequence X[0 : I − 1], leading to insufficient accuracy1 .
We assume that the local dependency between neighboring
frames is more important for F0 tracking. Therefore, we model
subsequences of length 2q + 1, namely, X[i − q : i + q], rather
than the full sequence, to encode local dependency.
Our RNN regression model is represented by a sequenceto-scalar encoder structure, as illustrated in Fig. 8. The output
1 In these preliminary experiments, the gross pitch error rate for clean
speech was 54.2 % and 50.5 % for the whole-sequence LSTM and BLSTM,
respectively. One may require more complex structures such as a BLSTM
encoder-decoder framework including an attention mechanism for the F0
tracking task to benefit from the global long-term dependency. However, this
exploration is beyond the scope of this paper.
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fˆ0
3

H

3

H

<latexit sha1_base64="9Du1YqWLwKKgyy5B7avSX+HY1F8=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewqCXoj8cIRE1cwsJJu6UJD2920XROy4Vd48aDGq3/Hm//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uHRvY5TRahPYh6rTog15UxS3zDDaSdRFIuQ03Y4vpn57SeqNIvlnZkkNBB4KFnECDZWesh6YYSa08fLfrniVt050CrxclKBHK1++as3iEkqqDSEY627npuYIMPKMMLptNRLNU0wGeMh7VoqsaA6yOYHT9GZVQYoipUtadBc/T2RYaH1RIS2U2Az0sveTPzP66YmugoyJpPUUEkWi6KUIxOj2fdowBQlhk8swUQxeysiI6wwMTajkg3BW355lfgX1euqd1urNGp5GkU4gVM4Bw/q0IAmtMAHAgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPeLGPrw==</latexit>

W

l=3
<latexit sha1_base64="S+EDuFS1yqdHxMR0y0bdS8AGIjI=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW1INQ8OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3WzC7kQoob/BiwcVr/4hb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlQKg6777aysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v7lYPDR5NkmnGfJTLR7ZAaLoXiPgqUvJ1qTuNQ8lY4up36rSeujUjUA45THsR0oEQkGEUr+ZLckIteperW3BnIMvEKUoUCzV7lq9tPWBZzhUxSYzqem2KQU42CST4pdzPDU8pGdMA7lioacxPks2Mn5NQqfRIl2pZCMlN/T+Q0NmYch7Yzpjg0i95U/M/rZBhdBblQaYZcsfmiKJMEEzL9nPSF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK0+ZRtCN7iy8vEP69d19z7erVRL9IowTGcwBl4cAkNuIMm+MBAwDO8wpujnBfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPeVI2N</latexit>

···

···

<latexit sha1_base64="oRpfVf6TUwDHfvxu8LWJhdIEVQY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lVQE9VbQg8cKpi20oWw2m3btZjfsToQS+h+8eFDx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAU36Hnfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOThsGZVpynyqhNKdkBgmuGQ+chSsk2pGklCwdji6mfrtJ6YNV/IBxykLEjKQPOaUoJVaPRopNP1K1at5M7jLpF6QKhRo9itfvUjRLGESqSDGdOteikFONHIq2KTcywxLCR2RAetaKknCTJDPrp24p1aJ3FhpWxLdmfp7IieJMeMktJ0JwaFZ9Kbif143w/gqyLlMM2SSzhfFmXBRudPX3YhrRlGMLSFUc3urS4dEE4o2oLINob748jLxz2vXNe/+otq4LdIowTGcwBnU4RIacAdN8IHCIzzDK7w5ynlx3p2PeeuKU8wcwR84nz8a/48E</latexit>

W3
<latexit sha1_base64="Qj1kZ8XfNoiiCtCpy968ymeP10Q=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN4KXjxWMLbSxrLZbtqlu5uwuxFKyK/w4kHFq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gXsepItQnMY9VJ8Saciapb5jhtJMoikXIaTscX0/99hNVmsXyzkwSGgg8lCxiBBsrPWS9MELt/PG8X625dXcGtEy8gtSgQKtf/eoNYpIKKg3hWOuu5yYmyLAyjHCaV3qppgkmYzykXUslFlQH2ezgHJ1YZYCiWNmSBs3U3xMZFlpPRGg7BTYjvehNxf+8bmqiyyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGafo8GTFFi+MQSTBSztyIywgoTYzOq2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t41as1GkUYYjOIZT8OACmnADLfCBgIBneIU3RzkvzrvzMW8tOcXMIfyB8/kDj4uPvg==</latexit>

H3

H2

<latexit sha1_base64="9Du1YqWLwKKgyy5B7avSX+HY1F8=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewqCXoj8cIRE1cwsJJu6UJD2920XROy4Vd48aDGq3/Hm//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uHRvY5TRahPYh6rTog15UxS3zDDaSdRFIuQ03Y4vpn57SeqNIvlnZkkNBB4KFnECDZWesh6YYSa08fLfrniVt050CrxclKBHK1++as3iEkqqDSEY627npuYIMPKMMLptNRLNU0wGeMh7VoqsaA6yOYHT9GZVQYoipUtadBc/T2RYaH1RIS2U2Az0sveTPzP66YmugoyJpPUUEkWi6KUIxOj2fdowBQlhk8swUQxeysiI6wwMTajkg3BW355lfgX1euqd1urNGp5GkU4gVM4Bw/q0IAmtMAHAgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPeLGPrw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="oRpfVf6TUwDHfvxu8LWJhdIEVQY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lVQE9VbQg8cKpi20oWw2m3btZjfsToQS+h+8eFDx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAU36Hnfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOThsGZVpynyqhNKdkBgmuGQ+chSsk2pGklCwdji6mfrtJ6YNV/IBxykLEjKQPOaUoJVaPRopNP1K1at5M7jLpF6QKhRo9itfvUjRLGESqSDGdOteikFONHIq2KTcywxLCR2RAetaKknCTJDPrp24p1aJ3FhpWxLdmfp7IieJMeMktJ0JwaFZ9Kbif143w/gqyLlMM2SSzhfFmXBRudPX3YhrRlGMLSFUc3urS4dEE4o2oLINob748jLxz2vXNe/+otq4LdIowTGcwBnU4RIacAdN8IHCIzzDK7w5ynlx3p2PeeuKU8wcwR84nz8a/48E</latexit>

H2

W3

H3
<latexit sha1_base64="9Du1YqWLwKKgyy5B7avSX+HY1F8=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewqCXoj8cIRE1cwsJJu6UJD2920XROy4Vd48aDGq3/Hm//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uHRvY5TRahPYh6rTog15UxS3zDDaSdRFIuQ03Y4vpn57SeqNIvlnZkkNBB4KFnECDZWesh6YYSa08fLfrniVt050CrxclKBHK1++as3iEkqqDSEY627npuYIMPKMMLptNRLNU0wGeMh7VoqsaA6yOYHT9GZVQYoipUtadBc/T2RYaH1RIS2U2Az0sveTPzP66YmugoyJpPUUEkWi6KUIxOj2fdowBQlhk8swUQxeysiI6wwMTajkg3BW355lfgX1euqd1urNGp5GkU4gVM4Bw/q0IAmtMAHAgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPeLGPrw==</latexit>

W3

<latexit sha1_base64="YpZwTWVMd6ZZTBCMv/fKCJXXwfU=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewSEvRG4oUjJq5gYCXd0oWGtrtpuyZkw6/w4kGNV/+ON/+NBfag4EsmeXlvJjPzwoQzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTex2nilCfxDxW3RBrypmkvmGG026iKBYhp51wcjP3O09UaRbLOzNNaCDwSLKIEWys9JD1wwi1Zo+1QbniVt0F0DrxclKBHO1B+as/jEkqqDSEY617npuYIMPKMMLprNRPNU0wmeAR7VkqsaA6yBYHz9CFVYYoipUtadBC/T2RYaH1VIS2U2Az1qveXPzP66UmugoyJpPUUEmWi6KUIxOj+fdoyBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTajkg3BW315nfi16nXVu61XmvU8jSKcwTlcggcNaEIL2uADAQHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHdy6Prg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Qj1kZ8XfNoiiCtCpy968ymeP10Q=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN4KXjxWMLbSxrLZbtqlu5uwuxFKyK/w4kHFq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gXsepItQnMY9VJ8Saciapb5jhtJMoikXIaTscX0/99hNVmsXyzkwSGgg8lCxiBBsrPWS9MELt/PG8X625dXcGtEy8gtSgQKtf/eoNYpIKKg3hWOuu5yYmyLAyjHCaV3qppgkmYzykXUslFlQH2ezgHJ1YZYCiWNmSBs3U3xMZFlpPRGg7BTYjvehNxf+8bmqiyyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGafo8GTFFi+MQSTBSztyIywgoTYzOq2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t41as1GkUYYjOIZT8OACmnADLfCBgIBneIU3RzkvzrvzMW8tOcXMIfyB8/kDj4uPvg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Qj1kZ8XfNoiiCtCpy968ymeP10Q=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN4KXjxWMLbSxrLZbtqlu5uwuxFKyK/w4kHFq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gXsepItQnMY9VJ8Saciapb5jhtJMoikXIaTscX0/99hNVmsXyzkwSGgg8lCxiBBsrPWS9MELt/PG8X625dXcGtEy8gtSgQKtf/eoNYpIKKg3hWOuu5yYmyLAyjHCaV3qppgkmYzykXUslFlQH2ezgHJ1YZYCiWNmSBs3U3xMZFlpPRGg7BTYjvehNxf+8bmqiyyBjMkkNlWS+KEo5MjGafo8GTFFi+MQSTBSztyIywgoTYzOq2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t41as1GkUYYjOIZT8OACmnADLfCBgIBneIU3RzkvzrvzMW8tOcXMIfyB8/kDj4uPvg==</latexit>

l=2
<latexit sha1_base64="8CYPm2JL5PUI7M2zZLsgMQeljOo=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQT0IBS8eKxgttKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0NXjyoePUPefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4ePegkUwx9lohEdUKqUXCJvuFGYCdVSONQ4GM4vpn5j0+oNE/kvZmkGMR0KHnEGTVW8gW5Jo1+tebW3TnIKvEKUoMC7X71qzdIWBajNExQrbuem5ogp8pwJnBa6WUaU8rGdIhdSyWNUQf5/NgpObPKgESJsiUNmau/J3Iaaz2JQ9sZUzPSy95M/M/rZia6DHIu08ygZItFUSaIScjsczLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzadiQ/CWX14lfqN+VXfvmrVWs0ijDCdwCufgwQW04Bba4AMDDs/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wfc0Y2M</latexit>

···

···

<latexit sha1_base64="oRpfVf6TUwDHfvxu8LWJhdIEVQY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lVQE9VbQg8cKpi20oWw2m3btZjfsToQS+h+8eFDx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAU36Hnfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOThsGZVpynyqhNKdkBgmuGQ+chSsk2pGklCwdji6mfrtJ6YNV/IBxykLEjKQPOaUoJVaPRopNP1K1at5M7jLpF6QKhRo9itfvUjRLGESqSDGdOteikFONHIq2KTcywxLCR2RAetaKknCTJDPrp24p1aJ3FhpWxLdmfp7IieJMeMktJ0JwaFZ9Kbif143w/gqyLlMM2SSzhfFmXBRudPX3YhrRlGMLSFUc3urS4dEE4o2oLINob748jLxz2vXNe/+otq4LdIowTGcwBnU4RIacAdN8IHCIzzDK7w5ynlx3p2PeeuKU8wcwR84nz8a/48E</latexit>

W2
<latexit sha1_base64="sTa0ebfZxnsZ7pyZPAazweXUA2U=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvHisYGyljWWz3bRLdzdhdyOU0F/hxYOKV/+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uHRvY5TRahPYh6rbog15UxS3zDDaTdRFIuQ0044uc79zhNVmsXyzkwTGgg8kixiBBsrPWT9MEKd2WNjUK25dXcOtEq8gtSgQHtQ/eoPY5IKKg3hWOue5yYmyLAyjHA6q/RTTRNMJnhEe5ZKLKgOsvnBM3RmlSGKYmVLGjRXf09kWGg9FaHtFNiM9bKXi/95vdREl0HGZJIaKsliUZRyZGKUf4+GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTYzOq2BC85ZdXid+oX9W922at1SzSKMMJnMI5eHABLbiBNvhAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBjgiPvQ==</latexit>

H2

1

H

<latexit sha1_base64="YpZwTWVMd6ZZTBCMv/fKCJXXwfU=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewSEvRG4oUjJq5gYCXd0oWGtrtpuyZkw6/w4kGNV/+ON/+NBfag4EsmeXlvJjPzwoQzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTex2nilCfxDxW3RBrypmkvmGG026iKBYhp51wcjP3O09UaRbLOzNNaCDwSLKIEWys9JD1wwi1Zo+1QbniVt0F0DrxclKBHO1B+as/jEkqqDSEY617npuYIMPKMMLprNRPNU0wmeAR7VkqsaA6yBYHz9CFVYYoipUtadBC/T2RYaH1VIS2U2Az1qveXPzP66UmugoyJpPUUEmWi6KUIxOj+fdoyBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTajkg3BW315nfi16nXVu61XmvU8jSKcwTlcggcNaEIL2uADAQHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHdy6Prg==</latexit>

W2

H2
<latexit sha1_base64="YpZwTWVMd6ZZTBCMv/fKCJXXwfU=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewSEvRG4oUjJq5gYCXd0oWGtrtpuyZkw6/w4kGNV/+ON/+NBfag4EsmeXlvJjPzwoQzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTex2nilCfxDxW3RBrypmkvmGG026iKBYhp51wcjP3O09UaRbLOzNNaCDwSLKIEWys9JD1wwi1Zo+1QbniVt0F0DrxclKBHO1B+as/jEkqqDSEY617npuYIMPKMMLprNRPNU0wmeAR7VkqsaA6yBYHz9CFVYYoipUtadBC/T2RYaH1VIS2U2Az1qveXPzP66UmugoyJpPUUEmWi6KUIxOj+fdoyBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTajkg3BW315nfi16nXVu61XmvU8jSKcwTlcggcNaEIL2uADAQHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHdy6Prg==</latexit>

H1

<latexit sha1_base64="sTa0ebfZxnsZ7pyZPAazweXUA2U=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvHisYGyljWWz3bRLdzdhdyOU0F/hxYOKV/+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uHRvY5TRahPYh6rbog15UxS3zDDaTdRFIuQ0044uc79zhNVmsXyzkwTGgg8kixiBBsrPWT9MEKd2WNjUK25dXcOtEq8gtSgQHtQ/eoPY5IKKg3hWOue5yYmyLAyjHA6q/RTTRNMJnhEe5ZKLKgOsvnBM3RmlSGKYmVLGjRXf09kWGg9FaHtFNiM9bKXi/95vdREl0HGZJIaKsliUZRyZGKUf4+GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTYzOq2BC85ZdXid+oX9W922at1SzSKMMJnMI5eHABLbiBNvhAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBjgiPvQ==</latexit>

W2
<latexit sha1_base64="sTa0ebfZxnsZ7pyZPAazweXUA2U=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvHisYGyljWWz3bRLdzdhdyOU0F/hxYOKV/+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uHRvY5TRahPYh6rbog15UxS3zDDaTdRFIuQ0044uc79zhNVmsXyzkwTGgg8kixiBBsrPWT9MEKd2WNjUK25dXcOtEq8gtSgQHtQ/eoPY5IKKg3hWOue5yYmyLAyjHA6q/RTTRNMJnhEe5ZKLKgOsvnBM3RmlSGKYmVLGjRXf09kWGg9FaHtFNiM9bKXi/95vdREl0HGZJIaKsliUZRyZGKUf4+GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTYzOq2BC85ZdXid+oX9W922at1SzSKMMJnMI5eHABLbiBNvhAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBjgiPvQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="a2iJxhQoVi18Fmq2BOS7QHYHm6M=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXnqsYGyljWWz3bRLdzdhdyOE0F/hxYOKV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uHRvY5TRahPYh6rbog15UxS3zDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZn5nSeqNIvlnckSGgg8kixiBBsrPeT9MEKt6aM3qNbcujsHWiVeQWpQoD2ofvWHMUkFlYZwrHXPcxMT5FgZRjidVvqppgkmEzyiPUslFlQH+fzgKTqzyhBFsbIlDZqrvydyLLTORGg7BTZjvezNxP+8XmqiqyBnMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGafY+GTFFieGYJJorZWxEZY4WJsRlVbAje8surxL+oX9e920at2SjSKMMJnMI5eHAJTWhBG3wgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AdauPrQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="a2iJxhQoVi18Fmq2BOS7QHYHm6M=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXnqsYGyljWWz3bRLdzdhdyOE0F/hxYOKV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uHRvY5TRahPYh6rbog15UxS3zDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZn5nSeqNIvlnckSGgg8kixiBBsrPeT9MEKt6aM3qNbcujsHWiVeQWpQoD2ofvWHMUkFlYZwrHXPcxMT5FgZRjidVvqppgkmEzyiPUslFlQH+fzgKTqzyhBFsbIlDZqrvydyLLTORGg7BTZjvezNxP+8XmqiqyBnMkk
sha1_base64="a2iJxhQoVi18Fmq2BOS7QHYHm6M=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXnqsYGyljWWz3bRLdzdhdyOE0F/hxYOKV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uHRvY5TRahPYh6rbog15UxS3zDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZn5nSeqNIvlnckSGgg8kixiBBsrPeT9MEKt6aM3qNbcujsHWiVeQWpQoD2ofvWHMUkFlYZwrHXPcxMT5FgZRjidVvqppgkmEzyiPUslFlQH+fzgKTqzyhBFsbIlDZqrvydyLLTORGg7BTZjvezNxP+8XmqiqyBnMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGafY+GTFFieGYJJorZWxEZY4WJsRlVbAje8surxL+oX9e920at2SjSKMMJnMI5eHAJTWhBG3wgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AdauPrQ==</latexit>

l=1
<latexit sha1_base64="siy0NvKdBRlGZiedsgcllbshX9s=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoB6EghePFYwttKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0NXjyoePUPefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4ePeokUwx9lohEdUKqUXCJvuFGYCdVSONQYDsc38789hMqzRP5YCYpBjEdSh5xRo2VfEFuiNev1ty6OwdZJV5BalCg1a9+9QYJy2KUhgmqdddzUxPkVBnOBE4rvUxjStmYDrFrqaQx6iCfHzslZ1YZkChRtqQhc/X3RE5jrSdxaDtjakZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXQc5lmhmUbLEoygQxCZl9TgZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx+VRsCN7yy6vEv6hf1937Rq3ZKNIowwmcwjl4cAlNuIMW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/AHbTo2L</latexit>

···
<latexit sha1_base64="oRpfVf6TUwDHfvxu8LWJhdIEVQY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lVQE9VbQg8cKpi20oWw2m3btZjfsToQS+h+8eFDx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAU36Hnfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOThsGZVpynyqhNKdkBgmuGQ+chSsk2pGklCwdji6mfrtJ6YNV/IBxykLEjKQPOaUoJVaPRopNP1K1at5M7jLpF6QKhRo9itfvUjRLGESqSDGdOteikFONHIq2KTcywxLCR2RAetaKknCTJDPrp24p1aJ3FhpWxLdmfp7IieJMeMktJ0JwaFZ9Kbif143w/gqyLlMM2SSzhfFmXBRudPX3YhrRlGMLSFUc3urS4dEE4o2oLINob748jLxz2vXNe/+otq4LdIowTGcwBnU4RIacAdN8IHCIzzDK7w5ynlx3p2PeeuKU8wcwR84nz8a/48E</latexit>
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G ven he observed F0 va ue a he i- h frame fˆ0 he ask
s o choose a op ma c ass v ∈ H from a hypo hes s space
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known espec ve y as he nu and he a erna ve hypo heses By conven on
h ghe LLR sco es nd ca e s onge suppo n avo o accep ng H0 and
e ec ng H1
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to minimize the empirical Bayes risk [42]. Specifically, we
choose the class with the higher posterior probability:
vi = arg max P (Hj |fˆ0i )
j=0,1

p(fˆ0i |Hj ) P (Hj )
P (Hj |fˆ0i ) =
,
p(fˆ0i )

(20)

B. Proposed Method 2: Waveform-to-Sinusoid Regression

which minimizes the probability of voicing error, assuming
that all the probabilistic quantities are known. Here, P (Hj )
and p(fˆ0i |Hj ) are, respectively, the prior probability and the
likelihood function of class j, while p(fˆ0i ) is a normalizer
to ensure P (H0 |fˆ0i ) + P (H1 |fˆ0i ) = 1; similarly, P (H0 ) +
P (H1 ) = 1. The decision rule (20) can be rewritten in an
alternative form:
voiced
`(fˆ0i )
≷
η,
(21)
unvoiced

where `(fˆ0i ) := log p(fˆ0i |H0 ) − log p(fˆ0i |H1 ) is a loglikelihood ratio (LLR) score, containing all the data-related
terms, and η := −logit P (H1 ) is a fixed decision threshold3 .
We fix η = 0 (i.e., assume that P (H0 ) = P (H1 )) to reflect the
maximum a priori uncertainty about the class. In our model,
we train a parametric likelihood ratio detector `(fˆ0i |θ r ) for
each recording (or a set of recordings), r, using only the F0
values of that recording. Therefore, a fixed threshold is not
restrictive, as the left-hand side of (21) is adapted to the F0
distribution of r.
We model each state in the recording r as a Gaussian
likelihood with a shared variance parameter, σr2 :
p(fˆ0i |H0 , r) = N (fˆ0i | µr,0 , σr2 )
p(fˆ0 |H1 , r) = N (fˆ0 | µr,1 , σ 2 ),
i

i

(22)

r

where N (·) denotes the Gaussian likelihood and µr,j is the
mean F0 of class Hj in r. The assumption of a shared
variance parameter may look restrictive but was empirically
found to outperform class-specific variances in our preliminary
experiments. An intuitively appealing implication is that the
decision rule in (21) leads to a thresholding rule in which
a frame is declared voiced if the estimated F0 exceeds a
threshold, which is generally not the case for unconstrained
variances.4 Specifically, by substituting (22) into (21) with
η = 0, we obtain an equivalent voicing detector for recording
r:
voiced 1

µr,0 + µr,1 ,
(23)
fˆ0i
≷
unvoiced 2
where the expression on the right-hand side coincides with the
crossover point of the two Gaussians. Since both µr,0 and µr,0
depend on the speaker (and his or her gender), the threshold on
the right-hand side of (23) is adapted according to the overall
F0 range of the speaker.
The above formulation requires knowledge of the classconditional parameters (or their estimates). As the true voicing
labels of r are unavailable, we estimate the parameters θ r =
(µr,0 , µr,1 , σr2 ) via a standard expectation-maximization (EM)
3 logitP

:= log P − log(1 − P )
intimately relates to the calibration of log-likelihood ratios; the
topic is beyond the scope of this work, but we point the interested reader to
[43], [44] for a discussion in the context of automatic speaker verification.
4 This

algorithm [45] by fitting a 2-component Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) to the F0 observations of r. The two estimated
Gaussians are assumed to be ordered so that the one with
the lower mean represents unvoiced frames and the other
represents voiced frames.

Our second method for F0 tracking is based on the premise
that extraction of the F0 value from a pure (noisy) sinusoid is straightforward through an autocorrelation approach.
Since observed human speech, however, is not sinusoidal but
contains multiple frequency components (including aperiodic
ones) resulting from glottal source waveform shapes, vocal
tract filtering, background noise and other factors, we need a
preprocessing approach to suppress these nuisance variables.
To this end, our second approach consists of three steps.
First, an input speech waveform is transformed to a single
sinusoid encoding F0 with RNN-based regression. Second, F0
is estimated from this approximated sinusoid using a simple
autocorrelation approach. Finally, voicing decisions are made
in a similar manner as in our first approach. These three steps
are detailed in the following sub-subsections.
1) Waveform-to-sinusoid regression: In the first step, to
transform a waveform into a sinusoid, framed time-domain
speech waveforms, u0 (m), u1 (m), . . . , uI−1 (m), are directly
used as input to an RNN. As the input is a voiced frame,
the outputs of the RNN are mapped onto a single sinusoid
oscillated with F0 of the input waveform. Otherwise, for
unvoiced and nonspeech inputs, the RNN maps the input onto
the input itself as an identity mapping. The estimate of F0 is
then explicitly inferred from the resultant single sinusoid using
its autocorrelation. Fig. 9 illustrates the proposed framework.

RNN Regression
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1
fˆ0i

Fig. 9. A voiced speech waveform directly inputs to an RNN to perform
waveform-to-sinusoid regression. The estimate of F0 is then inferred from
the resultant sinusoid.

The speech signal u(n) is first divided into I frames, u0 ,
u1 , . . . , uI−1 :
>

ui = [ui (0), ui (1), . . . , ui (M − 1)] ,

(24)
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l
θ−1

=

0,

>

[yi (0), yi (1), . . . , yi (M − 1)] ,

(30)

where L denotes the number of RNN layers and yi (m) is a
discrete time-domain sinusoid which is oscillated with fˆ0i .
In the training process, Wl and Hl are optimized in
advance by supervised learning. During voiced speech periods,
the weight parameters are trained by minimizing the mean
square error (MSE) between yi and the target sinusoid. As
illustrated in Fig. 10, the target sinusoid is oscillated with
f 0i and ϕi , which are the ground truth of F0 at frame i
and the phase to maximize the cross-correlation between ui
and cos(2πf 0i m/fs ), respectively. Here, fs is the sampling
frequency and m = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1.
Waveform-to-Sinusoid Regression (Voiced Speech)
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(28)

where g(·) represents an activation function and Wl and Hl
are weight matrices with the same forms as Equations (17)
and (18), respectively.
To achieve the waveform-to-sinusoid regression, the output
layer is activated by the identity function. Consequently, the
outputs of the RNN at the i-th frame (i.e., t = q), yi , are
derived as follows:

L L
yi = I WL φL
(29)
2q + H θ2q−1
=

SNRs for white noise contaminated speech. Fig. 11-(b) depicts
their magnitude spectra to demonstrate how yi is more suitable
for F0 analysis than ui .

Amplitude

where M denotes the number of samples in a frame. The
waveform-to-sinusoid regression model also takes a sequenceto-vector encoding structure similar to the RNN regression
approach described in Section III-A. Therefore, the output at
the RNN layer l at the time sequence t (t = 0, 1, . . . , 2q), θtl ,
is derived as follows with respect to the analyzed frame, ui .

l
θtl = g Wl φlt + Hl θt−1
(25)


>
φlt = 1, (θtl−1 )>
(26)


0
> >
θt = 1, (ui−q+t )
(27)

1
f 0i

Fig. 10. The target sinusoid for supervised learning, yi , is oscillated with
the ground truth of F0 at frame i (f 0i ).

Weight optimization during training is accomplished with
minibatch gradient descent with the backpropagation algorithm [41]. Fig. 11-(a) illustrates the relation between an input
voiced waveform, ui , and an output sinusoid, yi , at different
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Fig. 11. (a) depicts the relation between ui and yi in clean and noisy
conditions (SNRs between +10 dB and -10 dB for white noise). (b) plots
their magnitude spectra. The waveforms and spectra in each plot have been
shifted for better visualization.

2) F0 determination from the sinusoid: In the second step,
to estimate F0 at the i-th frame, fˆ0i is inferred from yi by
maximizing its autocorrelation.
fˆ0i

=

τ̂i

=

fs
τ̂i
arg max Ryy ,

(31)
(32)

m

where Ryy denotes the autocorrelation of yi , fs is the
sampling frequency of the input waveform and m is sample
shift to calculate Ryy .
3) Voicing determination: The final step is the voicing
decision. In a preliminary experiment, we tried the same biGaussian approach to model the distribution of the estimated
F0 values. This approach, however, leads to unacceptably
high voicing error rates (∼ 40%), which is close to the level
expected by chance (50 %) in clean data. In our first method
in Section III-A, the F0 value (with a value of 0 assigned
to current unvoiced frames) is directly used as the RNN
regression target, whereas our second method encodes F0
indirectly to the sinusoid, represented by a vector. We observed
that the estimated F0 values from voiced and unvoiced frames
highly overlap. Therefore, a revised voicing detector that uses
other characteristics of the sinusoid was deemed necessary.
The voicing decision rule is formed from a bivariate extension
of the same approach as that described above.
We first extract the voicing feature vector, ai , at the ith frame from yi . From the waveform-to-sinusoid regression
process, we can find two different characteristics in yi between
the voiced and unvoiced frames. First, voiced waveforms
are mapped onto sinusoids, while unvoiced waveforms are
mapped onto themselves, which are not sinusoids. Second,
the amplitude of the target sinusoid for the voiced frames
is 1, while the amplitude of the target waveform for the
unvoiced frames are generally much less than 1, i.e., identical
to the amplitude of the input unvoiced waveform. From these
characteristics of yi , we assume that a voicing feature vector,
ai can be an effective input of the bi-Gaussian voicing detector
as a two-dimensional vector representing the variance of yi
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and the similarity of yi to a sinusoid. Therefore, we determine
the input of the bi-Gaussian voicing detector ai :
 2

ai = σyi
, ryi
(33)
cov (yi , ȳi )
ryi =
(34)
σyi σȳi


m
ȳi = cos 2π fˆ0i + ϕi
(35)
fs
m0
ϕi = 2π fˆ0i
(36)
fs
m0 = arg max Ryȳ
(37)
m

where cov(yi , ȳi ) and Ryȳ denote the covariance and cross2
correlation of yi and ȳi and σyi
represents the variance of
the values in yi . Cosine wave, ȳi , plays a role as a reference
sinusoid to gauge the similarity of yi to a sinusoid when it has
the same frequency and phase as yi . Therefore, the frequency
and phase of ȳi are determined by fˆ0i and m0 respectively.
The 2-dimensional voicing feature vector, ai ∈ R2 , is then
modeled using bivariate Gaussians,
p(ai |H0 , r) = N (ai | µr,0 , Σr,0 )

p(ai |H1 , r) = N (ai | µr,1 , Σr,1 ),

(38)

where µr,0 ∈ R2 and µr,1 ∈ R2 are the mean vectors of
the voiced and unvoiced frames, respectively, and Σr,0 ∈
R2×2 and Σr,1 ∈ R2×2 are full covariance matrices of
the voiced and unvoiced classes. Different from the voicing
detector in our first method, here we use class-dependent,
rather than shared covariances. This is an experimental choice
that better exploits class differences in terms of covariances,
as demonstrated in Section V-C. The parameters θ r =
(µr,0 , µr,1 , Σr,0 , Σr,1 ) are again trained in an unsupervised
way via the EM algorithm and with the LLR criterion applied
at a threshold of 0 to perform voicing detection. However,
unlike in the univariate case, technically speaking, we cannot
sort vectors from lower to higher values. Recalling that the
voiced class is represented by higher values in both dimensions
of ai , we designate the Gaussian with the higher Euclidean
norm of its mean, kµr,· k2 , as the voiced class.

• PEFAC [14]
CLS(sp2f0) is a DNN classification model from spectrum to
quantized frequency states, whereas CLS(wav2f0) employs a
DNN classification model that maps a waveform onto quantized frequency states. These classification models use fully
connected feedforward networks with three hidden layers and
1024 units, since it has been reported that the recurrent architecture of their models do not yield substantial improvement
[20], [22]. Table II summarizes their network architectures.
CREPE is an F0 tracker for music signals. It uses a CNN-

TABLE II
S ETTINGS FOR THE FC-DNN S OF CLS( SP 2 F 0) AND CLS( WAV 2 F 0)
Parameter
# of Layers
# of Units
Activation
Minibatch size

Hidden Layers
3

Output Layer
1

1024

68

ReLU
200

Softmax

based classification model that consists of six convolutional
layers and a fully connected layer to map waveforms onto
quantized frequency states.
A. Datasets (PTDB-TUG Corpus)
We use the pitch tracking database from Graz University
of Technology (PTDB-TUG) [46] to compare the above F0
trackers. As summarized in Table III, for the machine learning
techniques, we use a training set of 3200 utterances spoken by
16 speakers (8 men and 8 women), i.e., 200 utterances for each
speaker, and a validation dataset of 574 utterances spoken
by the same 16 speakers (36 utterances for each speaker
except speaker “F08”, who provided 34 utterances). All the
TABLE III
DATA ALLOCATION FROM PTDB-TUG TO THE DATASETS
Subset

Speakers

Training

8 Females + 8 Males

Validation

8 Females + 8 Males

Test

2 Females + 2 Males
(Unknown Speakers)

IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETTINGS
In our experiments, we compare the performance of the
following eight F0 trackers in terms of their accuracy and
noise robustness:
Proposed regression methods:
• REG(sp2f0): Spectrum-to-F0 regression described in
Section III-A
• REG(wav2sin): Waveform-to-Sinusoid regression described in Section III-B
State-of-the-art classification methods:
• CLS(sp2f0) [20]
• CLS(wav2f0) [22]
• CREPE [13]
Signal processing methods:
• RAPT [9]
• pYIN [11]

Input Layer
1
CLS(sp2f0): 3591
CLS(wav2f0): 400
-

Utts
(per speaker)
3,200
(200)
574
(36)*
944
(236)
* 34

Duration
372 min
62 min
104 min

utterances for speaker “F08”

F0 trackers were compared using a test set of 944 utterances
spoken by 4 speakers (2 men and 2 women), which was
disjoint from the training and validation set speakers.
The PTDB-TUG corpus contains ground-truth F0 values obtained from laryngograph signals recorded in clean conditions,
to which a Kaiser filter and RAPT are applied. We used these
values in the following experiments as the ground truth.
B. Noisy Conditions (NOISEX-92)
The speech utterances in each dataset are sampled at 16
kHz, and the sampled signals in the training and validation sets
were contaminated with eight types of additive noise at five
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levels of the global SNRs (-10, -5, 0, +5, and +10 dB). Eight
types of known noises, displayed in Table IV, are included
in all three data subsets. Another set of four unknown noises
are included in the test set only.
In summary, the training set contains 131,200 utterances
(15,252 min), i.e., 3,200 × (8 noises × 5 levels + 1 clean),
the validation set contains 23,616 utterances (2,542 min), and
the test set contains 57,584 utterances (6,344 min), i.e., 944
× (12 noises × 5 levels + 1 clean).
TABLE IV
T YPES OF ADDITIVE NOISE USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS . T HE NAMES
REFER TO THE NOISES IN THE NOISEX-92 DATASET.
Type (NOISEX-92)
(Clean)
Babble
Destroyerops
F16
Factory2
Leopard
M109
Machinegun
White
Destroyerengine
Factory1
Pink
Volvo

Training/Validation

Test

Condition

Yes

Yes

Known

No

Yes

Unknown

TABLE V
N ETWORK S ETTINGS FOR REG( SP 2 F 0)
Parameter
# of Layers
# of Units
Activation
Memory Cells
Minibatch
Context

Input Layer
1
3591
-

Hidden Layers
3
1024
tanh
LSTM
200
q=3

Output Layer
1
1
Identity

TABLE VI
RNN S ETTINGS FOR REG( WAV 2 SIN )
Parameter
# of Layers
# of Units
Activation
Memory Cells
Minibatch
Context

Input Layer
1
400
-

Hidden Layers
3
1024
tanh
LSTM
200
q=3

Output Layer
1
400
Identity

experiment are same as in Table III. The number of hidden
layers (LSTM cells) is set equal to three with 1024 units each
that are activated by the tanh-function. The minibatch size is
set to 200 frames, and random unit dropout (25 %) and batch
normalization [47] are applied during training.

C. Training and Test Settings

D. Performance Metrics

The speech signals in the datasets are divided into 25-ms
frames at 5 ms intervals. The first 400 and the last 200 frames
in each utterance are removed to reduce non-speech frames.
For REG(wav2sin), a sequence of seven consecutive frames,
i.e., ui−3 to ui+3 , is input into the RNN to estimate fˆ0i .
For a frequency-domain analysis of REG(sp2f0), the STFT
is applied with 1024-point DFT to obtain the power spectral
density (PSD) of the time-frequency domain and then a
sequence of seven consecutive frames comprising the first 513
bins in the frequency domain, i.e., 0 ≤ ω ≤ π, at each frame
are used to obtain the estimate fˆ0i . The procedures for feature
extraction and F0 quantization for CLS(sp2f0), CLS(wav2f0)
and CREPE follow [20], [22] and [13], respectively, but some
parameters are modified to match our test conditions and
datasets by preliminary experiments as follows.
• The waveform input of CLS(wav2f0) and CREPE comprises 400 samples
• The input of CLS(sp2f0) consists of 3591 DFT bins (513
bins × 7 frames)
• Each hidden layer of CLS(sp2f0) and CLS(wav2f0) consists of 1024 units
• The output layer of CREPE is modified with the same
quantization as CLS(wav2f0) because the original settings
in CREPE are for music signals.
The hyperparameters of the proposed methods are determined in accordance with our previous works [15], [24],
in which the networks are determined considering the balance between performance and computational complexity. The
settings for REG(sp2f0) and REG(wav2sin) are summarized
in Tables V and VI, respectively, and the datasets for the

The performance of F0 tracking is evaluated using the three
standard metrics: the gross pitch error (GPE) rate, the fine
pitch error (FPE) and the voicing error rate (VER) [31].
GPE frames are voiced frames in which the error between
the estimate of the pitch period (1/fˆ0) and the ground truth
(1/f 0) is greater than the period corresponding to 10 samples,
i.e., 0.625 ms. Formally,
GPE rate =

NGPE
,
Nv

(39)

where NGPE and Nv denote the number of GPE frames and
voiced frames per utterance, respectively. The FPE frames, in
turn, are voiced frames after excluding the GPE frames. The
mean FPE (µFPE ) represents the bias in the F0 estimation,
while the standard deviation of the FPE (σFPE ) measures the
accuracy [31]. Formally,
N

µFPE

σFPE
i

FPE
1 X
i
NFPE i=1
v
u
FPE
u 1 N
X
2
= t
(i − µFPE )
NFPE i=1

=

=

fˆ0i − f0i ,

(40)

(41)
(42)

where fˆ0i and f0i denote the estimate and the ground truth of
F0, respectively, at the i-th frame in the FPE frames, while
NFPE is the number of FPE frames.
Finally, the VER is the ratio of voicing error frames to the
total number of frames:
NVE
VER =
(43)
N
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where NVE and N denote the number of voicing error frames
and total frames, respectively.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Gross and Fine Pitch Error
Panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 12 illustrate the GPE rates for
each method at different SNRs in the multi-noise conditions
for the known and unknown noises, respectively.
(a) GPE Rate in Known Noise
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5
SNR [dB]
(c) FPE in Known Noise
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100
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(b) GPE Rate in Unknown Noise

RAPT
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(d) FPE in Unknown Noise
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1
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4

errors for REG(sp2f0) and CLS(wav2f0) are at approximately
40 %. These observations suggest a substantial advantage of
our proposal, in particular, the waveform-to-sinusoid approach.
The FPE error analysis is depicted in panels (c) and (d)
of Fig. 12 as scatter plots of µFPE and σFPE corresponding to
the tested SNRs, i.e. -10, -5, 0, +5 and +10 dB. pYIN and
RAPT are excluded from this analysis because neither method
provided sufficiently many FPE frames under noisy conditions.
REG(wav2sin) performs the best in terms of both the
bias (mean) and accuracy (standard deviation). Although
PEFAC displays strong noise robustness in both metrics,
REG(wav2sin) outperforms it by approximately 35 % in
relative percentage on average under both noise conditions. As
with the GPE rate, REG(wav2sin) outperforms REG(sp2f0) by
more than 15 %, which is at the same level of performance
as both CLS methods and CREPE in terms of µFPE and σFPE .
Overall, the regression tasks are more difficult than classifying speech frames or spectral features into quantized frequency states. However, RNN regression may capture temporal
dynamics better by optimizing the recurrent weights than the
fully connected DNNs in the CLS methods; even if the fully
connected DNNs augment their input with some preceding
and successive frames, this augmentation induces many poorly
correlated connections to the network structure. Consequently,
the RNNs have achieved regression tasks that outperform the
classification approaches.

1

2

3

4

Mean [Hz]

Fig. 12. Estimation accuracy of each F0 tracker at different SNRs. (a) The
gross pitch error (GPE) rates for the known noises, (b) the GPE rates for the
unknown noises, (c) the scatter plot of the mean and standard deviation of the
fine pitch errors (FPE), µFPE and σFPE , respectively, for the known noises,
and (d) the FPE performance for the unknown noises.

The GPE rate has a decreasing trend at higher SNRs across
all the methods, and the supervised machine learning approaches, except CREPE, show more difficulty with unknown
noises than known noises in terms of the GPE rate, whereas the
filtering-based approaches are less affected by the difference
between known and unknown noise. Nevertheless, the machine
learning approaches (except for CREPE) mostly outperform
the filtering-based methods by a wide margin.
REG(wav2sin) outperforms the other methods in terms of
the GPE rate. For instance, it yields a GPE rate of 30 % for
known noises and 37 % for unknown noises at an SNR of -10
dB. REG(sp2f0) also yields a lower GPE rate than the previous
reference methods but is outperformed by REG(wav2sin) by
approximately 6 percentage points or more at 0 dB and below
under both noise conditions.
GPE frames correspond to failure in F0 estimation for
voiced frames [31]. In that sense, F0 estimation with pYIN
at SNRs below 5 dB, RAPT at SNRs less than 0 dB and
CREPE and PEFAC at SNRs of -5 dB and below are likely
to have unreliable frames accounting for more than 50 %
of the voiced frames. Conversely, REG(wav2sin) retains its
estimation error for voiced frames at approximately 35 %,
even at -10 dB for unknown noises, while the corresponding

B. Influence of the Subsequence Length
In the proposed methods, REG(sp2f0) and REG(wav2sin),
we use a subsequence centering around the i-th frame with a
context length of 2q + 1. In the preceding experiments, we
used q = 3. Here, we are interested in studying how the
choice of q impacts performance. Table VII summarizes the
GPE rate, µFPE and σFPE with different subsequence lengths
under the clean and noisy conditions. The noisy condition
is represented by unknown noises at an SNR of 0 dB. The
TABLE VII
P ERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT SUBSEQUENCE LENGTHS q. H ERE , noisy
REFERS TO UNKNOWN NOISE AT AN SNR OF 0 D B.

GPE
Rate
[%]

FPE µ
[Hz]

FPE σ
[Hz]

sp2f0
wav2sin
sp2f0
wav2sin
sp2f0
wav2sin

Clean
Noisy
Clean
Noisy
Clean
Noisy
Clean
Noisy
Clean
Noisy
Clean
Noisy

Subsequence
2
3
13.55
12.19
24.29
23.53
12.49
11.88
19.26
18.89
2.4
2.3
2.8
2.8
1.9
1.8
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.2
2.6
2.6
1.9
1.9
2.0
2.0

length parameter, q
4
5
6
13.12
13.06
16.23
23.44
24.26
27.41
12.04
12.53
13.21
18.97
19.41
22.32
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.8
2.8
2.8
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.6
2.6
2.6
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.0
2.0
2.1

GPE rate varies across different subsequence lengths and is
minimized at approximately q = 3, while the FPE does not
show substantial variation within the range q ∈ [2..6].
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C. Voicing Detection

(a) Female speech in Clean

To analyze voicing errors, we apply the bi-Gaussian voicing
detector to the proposed regression methods. Because neither
RAPT nor pYIN provides sufficient noise robustness (Fig. 12),
we decided to evaluate PEFAC as the representative of the
signal processing methods. We use the native voicing detector
of PEFAC. This detector estimates the posterior probability of
voiced and unvoiced classes and declares a frame voiced if
the former is larger [14], which coincides with the decision
rule used in our voicing detectors in (20). The classification
approaches do not require any additional processes for voicing
determination, as discussed earlier. We use CLS(sp2f0) and
CLS(wav2f0) as representatives of the classification methods
because their robustness to noise substantially exceeds that of
CREPE.
Fig. 13 represents the voicing error rates of each method
at different SNRs. REG(sp2f0) always outperforms the other
(a) VER in Known Noise

(b) VER in Unknown Noise
40
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5
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Fig. 14. (a) and (b) illustrate the bivariate Gaussian distributions of a female
utterance under the clean and noisy conditions respectively. (c) and (d) depict
the distributions of a male utterance under the clean and noisy conditions
respectively. The noisy condition is represented by Factory1 at SNR of -10
dB.

(a) Female speech in Clean
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(d) Male speech in unknown noise at -10 dB
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(c) Male speech in Clean

models, sustaining a voicing error rate between 7 % and
15 % across all the conditions. REG(wav2sin) follows, but
the gap in the performance to REG(sp2f0) is always more
than 5 % absolute. The main difference between the two
voicing detectors are in the employed features — fˆ0i for
2
REG(sp2f0) and σyi
and ryi for REG(wav2sin). CLS(sp2f0)
and CLS(wav2f0) yield lower VERs than PEFAC, between 15
% and 22 %, at SNRs higher than 0 dB, though their VERs
exceed the VER of PEFAC for SNRs below 0 dB, despite
lower GPE and FPE rates (Fig. 12).
Fig. 14 illustrates typical distributions of voiced and unvoiced classes in our bi-Gaussian voicing detector used in
REG(sp2f0). The voiced and unvoiced classes are clearly
distinct for clean data, and separation between the classes
is higher for the female speaker. In the noise-contaminated
case, the distribution of the unvoiced class is shifted towards
the voiced class as noise dominates the unvoiced frames. The
classes, however, are still separated.
Fig. 15 illustrates the bivariate Gaussian distributions in
REG(wav2sin).
For improved visualisation, x-axes display
√
2
2σyi instead of σyi
. Voiced and unvoiced classes can be
separated at the contour of equal posterior probabilities,
P (ai |H0 ) = P (ai |H1 ), visualized with the thick magenta line.
Due to class-dependent covariances, the resulting decision surfaces are quadratic. Variance of the features is generally much
lower within the unvoiced class. Compared with REG(sp2f0),

2
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(d) Male speech in unknown noise (-10 dB)
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Fig. 15. (a) and (b) illustrate the bivariate Gaussian distributions of a female
utterance under the clean and noisy conditions respectively. (c) and (d) depict
the distributions of a male utterance under the clean and noisy conditions
respectively. The noisy condition is represented by Factory1 at SNR of -10
dB.

the probability densities seem to depend less on speakers, as
the used features lack direct dependency on fˆ0i values. In the
noise-contaminated case, the distribution of the unvoiced class
expands; as the noise components tend to be mapped onto
a sinusoid as voiced speech, this reduces voicing detection
accuracy in noisy conditions.
The preceding results demonstrate that the voicing determination problem in our proposed regression-based F0 trackers
can be effectively addressed through the bi-Gaussian approach:
the voicing error rates in both methods are lower than those
of the reference methods. We expect that further improvement
is possible through alternative robust features (or alternative
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distributions), which is left for future work.
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D. F0 Contours
Fig. 16 illustrates F0 contours of the spoken word
“DARK” estimated by CLS(wav2f0), CREPE, REG(sp2f0)
and REG(wav2sin) under clean conditions, and they are
compared with the ground truth (REF). Panels (a) and (b)
show the F0 contours spoken by a female speaker and a
male speaker, respectively, and each contour is shifted for
better visualization. The utterances of these two speakers are
not included in the training set, i.e., unknown speakers. The
(a) F0 contour (Female)
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Fig. 16. F0 contours of word “DARK” spoken by (a) an unknown female
speaker and (b) an unknown male speaker. Each contour is shifted for better
visualization.

figures demonstrate the advantage of our proposed regression
approaches (REGs) over the existing classification approaches
(CLS and CREPE) in terms of the naturalness of the F0
contours. This advantage also reveals the potential of our
proposal to track the prosody of different speakers in a
speaker-independent manner.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We addressed the problem of F0 tracking with RNNbased regression techniques to obtain accurate and natural
F0 contours with improved noise robustness. The proposed
regression approaches, especially the waveform-to-sinusoid
regression approach, demonstrate considerable improvement
over the existing state-of-the-art F0 trackers. Compared to PEFAC, one of the most robust autocorrelation-based F0 trackers,
the waveform-to-sinusoid regression method, REG(wav2sin),
yielded a relative improvement exceeding 35 % in both the
gross pitch error (GPE) rate and the fine pitch error (FPE) at
SNRs between -10 dB and +10 dB under both known and unknown noise conditions. Furthermore, our proposed waveformto-sinusoid regression method outperformed the latest DNN
and CNN-based F0 trackers in terms of relative improvement
in both the GPE rate and the FPE by more than 15 % over
the preceding SNR range.
The comparison of the estimated F0 contours of clean
speech also demonstrates an advantage of our proposal over
other DNN- and CNN-based approaches in producing more
natural F0 trajectories. While the present work focused solely
on the F0 tracking problem itself, our future plan involves integrating the proposed method in a downstream application such
as voice conversion or prosody-based speaker recognition.
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